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My name is Eve, best known as the
"Connect Strategist." I am excited to share
our February Business Feature and other
business visionaries as we proudly
celebrate them with our: “The Love &
Business Affairs Edition.” I have decided to
create a monthly newsletter where I
promote, advertise and support business
visionaries. The newsletter is powerful and
a great way to virtually connect with
business owners from all backgrounds
and ethnicities!

My goal is to assist businesses on how to
recognize, create, or act upon business
opportunities as well as, share information
and seek potential partners for various
ventures. Therefore, it’s my mission to
help you pursue connections you can
build for all 365 days by providing you
with my best successful tips.
If you would like to be featured in our VIP
newsletter please visit my website
www.connect365us.com or reach out to
me directly at 407-413-0868. Please follow,
connect, refer and support our featured
businesses. This is a powerful year full of
historic moments that we must act on by
taking your brand and self to the next
level. Identified opportunities for your
business, focus on your wellbeing, and
connect with new visionaries. We must
stay united and continue to support each
other. I hope this month brings much love,
more hopes and much more! I look
forward to connecting with each of you!

DISCOVERING

A BUSINESS YOU’LL

Love

Get to know yourself and discover
what you are passionate about.
It's not all about the money, it's
finding what are you naturally good
at.
Listen to the positive people in your
circle, they usually give you right
clues.
Find ways to become essential and
make a difference.
Stop the excuses and pursue your
dream before it’s too late!

Don’t be afraid of change,
it is leading you to a new beginning.

“Your Vision is My Mission”
Evelisse Jones
Editor in Chief
FEBRUARY 2021 ISSUE

FEATURED BUSINESS
Happy February Connectors!
I would like to introduce you to another
visionary, Ivan Thomas, also known as "Mr. Defy
Gravity," a dynamic visionary, motivator,
strategist and image maker who has supported
and orchestrated the ascension of countless
high profile brands and individuals. As the
President and CEO of Intrigue Media Group,
Ivan's decorated resume boasts clients like
XEROX, Nielsen, the Cancer Treatment Centers
of America, Rev. Jesse Jackson, Waka Flocka
Flame, Celebrity Credit Guru James Hunt, NBA
player Michael Beasley, Music Mogul Devyne
Stephens, Actor Darrin Henson, Grammy
Nominated music producer Khao and many
more! For the last 15 years, his expertise has
been called on within the arenas of business,
lifestyle / entertainment, healthcare, education
and social justice. Ivan also owns a financial
services company called Credit Savant LLC,
which assists clients, including pro athletes and
entertainers, with obtaining excellent credit and
leveling up their finances so they can lay the
groundwork for generational wealth. As a
motivational speaker, Ivan is committed to
helping entrepreneurs and everyday individuals

IVAN
THOMAS
to "defy gravity" in life and career through his
4 F's - Faith, Family, Fortune and Fitness. He
travels both nationally and internationally to
teach his "astronauts" how to launch their
visions into another stratosphere - using
adversity to their advantage and adopting the
mindset and habits necessary to achieve
success beyond their wildest dreams.!
I interviewed the Defy Gravity visionary and
I’m excited to share what I learned about him
…Connect with Ivan and learn how to take
business to the next level!

Q: Why did you decide to become an
Entrepreneur and what inspired you?
I decided to become an entrepreneur after I
made the decision that I was not going to allow
anyone else to dictate the trajectory of my life
and my career. No one was going to tell me my
value, I was going to decide it. Not only that,
but I realized that my purpose for being here
was to leave a lasting legacy and to impact
many people. Entrepreneurship was the key to
making that happen.
Q: Tell us more about the “Defy Gravity
Concept”? What makes you and your
business different from the rest?
Defy Gravity is all about launching into your
ultimate level of greatness by doing the
following: Eliminating self-limiting beliefs,
developing a success mindset and successful
habits, attracting positive energy, and
overcoming all obstacles that stand between
you, your goals and your purpose. What
separates me and my business from others is
that I genuinely care about people. So, with me
you are going to get not only a visionary and a
hustler, but someone who consistently
operates with integrity. That is something
money can't buy!
Q: How has working with so many high
profiles and celebrities changed your
mindset?
Being around highly successful people
naturally helps you to raise your expectations
of your own life because you are constantly
exposed to achievement and wealth. The
environment and the things you see are
different, the conversations you have are at a
higher level. Most importantly, you realize
that these are just ordinary people who had
visions of doing the extraordinary. So, as far as
my mindset, it further solidified for me that
the bigger I think and the more deliberate I am
about being fearless and unapologetic with my
goals; I too could achieve huge success in my
own right. Mediocrity is unacceptable!

Q: What are some of the challenges you
encountered yourself as an
entrepreneur?
Most of the challenges that I endured are
common challenges that many entrepreneurs
endure in the beginning stages, such as
generating profit and establishing a client base
of the right caliber that would allow me to
make good money.
I have a heart to want to help people, but one
of the things I had to learn was that every
client is not right for me and my brand,
whether they wanted my services or not.
Those are things that I had to figure out
through trial and error, and through
experience.

Q: What’s your favorite life approach,
quote and why?
My favorite life approach is to not look to
compete, but instead look to dominate. That
has helped me to completely increase my
standards and expectations for my life. Also, a
quote that I live by is a quote I made up for
myself. "Without battles, you cannot be battle
tested and without the prospect of failure, you
cannot be victorious."
Q: Tell us about some of your
achievements, recognition and how has
it help you grow?
As a celebrity publicist, I have attended some
of the biggest events and award shows in the
country, and I have also secured my clients in
many of the world's most prominent media
outlets. During COVID-19, I launched two
more companies and published my first book,
"Defy Gravity: Unleashing Your Greatness
Within." These achievements have taken my
personal brand to the next level, leading to
new relationships, opening new doors and
bringing in more business.
Q: What’s your preferred way to Connect
with people?
Contact me at intriguemg@gmail.com or
202.904.4790. You can also reach me on
Instagram at @ivanth3great
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Jami
Robinson

Dr. Timekia
Brayboy
Supreme Naturalz, LLC

Founder, Holistic Womb Wellness Practitioner

Email: support@supremenaturalz.com
www.supremenaturalz.com
(443)694-1448

Twisted Flirt
Founder & CEO,

The Rules of the games has Officially changed

Email: LetsgetFlirty@gmail.com
www.LetsGetFlirty.com

(404)919-2878

Rory
Douthard

Joycelyn
Ginyard

Family Empire

Lady Royal Enterprises LLC

"Serial Entrepreneur"

Event Planner for All Occasions

CEO/Business Owner,

Email: jrobertsmgt@gmail.com
www.familyempire.net
(770)884-7352

Owner

Email: ladyroyalenterprises@gmail.com
www.ladyroyal.weebly.com
(470)435-3116
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